Introduction
Exploring the tissue-specificity of gene expressions and their regulations is always a main theme in biology [1] .Housekeeping (HK) genes are constitutively expressed in all tissues while Tissue Specific (TS) genes are expressed at a much higher level in a single tissue type than in others. HKgenes serve as valuable experimental controls in gene and protein expression experiments, while TS genes tend to represent distinct physiological processes and are frequent candidates for biomarkers or drug targets [1] [2] [3] .
In past years, many investigations have been conducted the expression and regulation mechanisms of HK and TS genes [4 -8] . Emerging technologies including Microarray technology [9] , Expressed Sequence Tag(EST) [10] , Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) [10] , and Chip-Seq technology [11] enable the analysis of expression patterns of HK and TS genes at genome scale. The analysis for genomic and epigenetic features of two groups of genes may shed light on the mechanisms by which cells maintain basic and tissuespecific functions [10] , [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Also several tissue specific databases such as TiGER [18] , TiProD [19] , TissueInfo [20] , TissueDistributionDBs [21] and TiSGeD [22] provide web services to extract the TS and HK genes and their genomic features by predefined threshold values. However, there is no widely accepted criterion to judge which gene is expressed in a specific tissue only by the expression patterns. More, the integrative behaviors of extracted groups of genes, for instance, the biological functions and disease associations with these extracted groups of genes, have not been extensively studied. Such information is useful in the identification of HK and TS genes but also in the discovery of new biological insights.
The gene set enrichment analysis aims to seeking enrichment with a group of genes to assess whether subsets of this group show statistical significance of biological attributes against backgroundknowledge.Hypergeometric analysis and GSEAare two commonly used algorithms to acquire such enrichment terms and assess statistical significance. Hypergeometric analysis [23] calculates the possibility of the enrichment of one biological term in a target set against the background set with the assumption that genes are sampled from a hypergeometric distribution. GSEA [24] relies on phenotype labels to distinguish gene expression patterns under different conditions with the consideration of degree of change in expression values. Both of them have been widely used for the gene set enrichment analysis of gene groups. Dezso et al. [25] conducted enrichment analysis of HK and TS gene sets using the hypergeometric distributionand Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) algorithms to determine enrichment across four functional ontologies: canonical pathway maps, gene ontology (GO) processes, GeneGo (GG) process networks, and diseases.Their analysis showed that thebiological functions of HK and TS are consistent with tissue origin.
In this paper we performed the knowledge enrichment analysis for 17,343 genes in 84 human tissues using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) and Hypergeometric Analysis (HA) against three biological ontologies: Gene Ontology (GO), KEGG pathways and Disease Ontology (DO).The analyses demonstrated that the functions of most gene groups are consistent with their tissue origins. Meanwhile three interesting associations for HK genes and the skeletal muscle tissue genes from the analysis might uncover new biological insights.
Methods

Data sources and pre-processing
We used the Human U133A/GNF1H Gene expression data to determine housekeeping and tissue-specific genes. The whole gene expression data and GNF1H annotation files linking Ensembl transcripts to their representative probes were downloaded from GNF (Genomics Institute of the Novartis Research Foundation) and U133A chip annotation files were downloaded from the Affymetrix website. 
Enrichment analysis
The enrichment analysis seeks to infer if a group of genes show statistical significance of biological attributes against the background knowledge.
We used the p-value as the enrichment levels of the HK genes and tissue-specific genes in Hypergeometric Analysis. P-value is calculated according to formula (1).
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Where N and n are the numbers of genes in the background database and targeted gene set respectively, M and i are the numbers of genes labelled by a give biological term in the background database and targeted gene set respectively. The value ( , , , ) p i M n N follows the Hypergeometric distribution:
The p-value gives probability of having at least k marked elements in a sample of size n by random selection. In the Hypergeometric Analysis, we used GeneCodis2 (http://genecodis.dacya.ucm.es/) for KEGG Pathway and GO BP, and fundo (http://django.nubic.northwestern.edu/fundo/) for the Disease Ontology (DO).
We used GSEA from http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp for Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. The GO BP and KEGG pathway gene sets are both obtained from MSigDB. We compiled an annotation file for the Disease Ontology (DO) enrichment analysis.
Results
List of housekeeping genes and tissue-specific genes
We set up a fixed cutoff value to determine whether a gene is expressed in a specific tissue for the gene expression dataset; see the method part for details. Finally, 1382 housekeeping genes and 5,721 tissue-specific geneswith average 68.1 per tissue are identified. See Table 2 for more details.
Knowledge enrichment analysis for Housekeeping genes
We performed the HA against GO BP, KEGG Pathway and DO, for the enriched terms and their distributions (see Table 3 and Figure 1 respectively).
The results produced by HA for all the 84 tissues are accessible from http://cs.tju.edu.cn/faculty/gongxj/specifictome/HA.htm.
For the GO biological process, the top 10 terms can be classified approximatelyin three groups. The first group is related to central dogma with terms like "translational elongation", "translation", "RNA splicing" and "mRNA processing". These biological processes are vital in transmission of gene information and fulfilment of cells' functions. The second group is related to metabolism with terms like "electron transport chain", "mitochondrial ATP synthesis coupled proton transport", "mitochondrial electron transport, NADH to ubiquinone". Dezso et al. have performed a similar analysis of human HK and TS genes in 31 tissues [25] . In their analysis, metabolic terms concerned with electron transport, ATP synthesis are the most enriched ones. And for the third group, terms like "regulation of ubiquitin-protein ligase activity during mitotic cell cycle" and "anaphase-promoting complex-dependent proteasomal ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process" are involved. They are related to mitosis which is also fundamental to every tissue. All three groups are relevant to fundamental functions that maintain cells.
For the KEGG Pathway procedure, the enriched terms "Ribosome", "Oxidative phosphorylation", "Spliceosome" can be explained by its fundamental functions in metabolism or mitosis of HK genes. However a very interesting association is that three diseases terms: Parkinson's disease", "Huntington's disease" and "Alzheimer's disease" are intensively enriched. These three are typical neurodegenerative diseases caused by malformed proteins. Seemingly they are related with brain and nervous system and have nothing to do with the functions of housekeeping genes. However, [26] et al'showed that "A growing body of evidence now suggests that dysfunctionof autophagy causes accumulation of abnormal proteins and/or damaged organelles. Such accumulation has been linked to synaptic dysfunction, cellular stress and neuronal death." Also they mentioned these three diseases are related to chronic nervous system disorders caused by dysfunction of autophagy. Therefore, we hypothesizethat the autophagy function of housekeeping genes might result in the three diseases. For the Disease Ontology (DO) procedure, cancers and tumours take up most of highly enriched diseases. Cancer is caused by uncontrolled growth of cells which are related to the fundamental cellular functions like mitosis, autophagy and metabolism. See Figure 2 for more details.
Knowledge enrichment analysis for TS genes
We performedknowledge enrichment analysis for 84 human tissues using HA and GSEA against GO, KEGG pathway and DO. The functional annotations mostly are in consistence with their corresponding tissue's functions.
Because of the page limitation, we list ten top-scored terms for skeletal muscle and retina tissues in Table 4 . For the GO BP procedure, the top scored terms in skeletal muscle are all behaviours critical to skeletal muscle. In HA, muscle contraction is dominated. However, the results of GSEA procedure are more diversified,ranging from muscle development, differentiation, and ion transport tosignalling. Ion channels are critical in regulation of muscle behaviours. The enrichment intensity for ion related behaviours is in accordance with this statement.
Hypergeometric analysis against the KEGG databases for the Skeletal Muscle tissue shows that "Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM)" and "Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC)" areheavily enriched, which are considered as having no relationship with skeletal functions. These may result in the shared functions between the skeletal and cardiac muscles.
For the DO procedure, the most enriched terms of for skeletal muscle tissue genes in both methods are quite reasonable disorders related to skeletal muscle. "Myopathy", "Rhabdomyosarcoma", "muscular atrophy" etc. are all typical skeletal muscle diseases. In HA, the term "prostate cancer" has the highest score which is quite unexpected. However, a common function between skeletal muscle and prostate is that they're both androgenregulated human tissues.Several studies focused on the effect of androgen on tissues such as skeletal muscle and prostate. Kumar R et al. pointed out in their study [27] that androgens are involved in the development of these tissues. And one regulator of androgens, namely the androgen receptor(AR) has association with prostate cancer. This is a potential reason for the enriched disease"prostate cancer" in skeletal muscle analysis. [9] , [12] . We use a similar method with Su et al. and try several cutoff values to classify the two groups of genes. The distributions of the number of genes along with the number of tissues that the given genes are classified using cutoff values 40, 60, and 90 are drawn in Figure 3 . Compared with the classification results of other researchers, the ideal distribution should be higher on both ends and lower in the middle region. We took 60 as the cutoff value for HK gene classification. The genes with expression value more than 60 in no less than 75 tissues are considered as housekeeping gene. 1,382 out of the 17,343 genes are identified which correspond to the 10% estimation and also show their reasonableness in the functional analysis [12] . This criterion is not applicable to the identification of TS genes,because TS genes should be highly and uniquely expressed in a given tissue. There are genes that express on average much higher than others in all tissues. This results in the high variance of expression values of different genes in a tissue, while the expression values of a gene in different tissues tend to be less fluctuant. Wetake 3 standard deviations above the mean expression value of genes to be the cutoff for TS gene classifications.
Complementary results from Hypergeometric analysis and GSEA
Hypergeometric analysis and GSEA method both have their own advantages. Hypergeometric analysis is the classical way for enrichment analysis. It requires users' specification of target genes which are usually gained by classifications on expression value.It is straightforward and has the strength in integrating researchers' prior knowledge outside the expression data. However, the enrichment results are unreliable when no enough evidencesareavailable. GSEAonly requires specification of labels to distinguish genes in different conditions. It also takes into account all genes' expression values and focuses on a prior defined gene sets like cell cycle.This difference makes Hypergeometric analysis more subjective while GSEA more objective. The incorporation of both algorithms gives us more comprehensive functional annotations.
We can see this complementation in the analysis results. The 3 standard deviation above mean is a quite stringent cutoff. In Hypergeometric analysis, tissues having few genes, usually less than 40, have very few enriched terms or even none. However, GSEA results are stable and independent of the choice of cutoff. For the stringent cutoff, Hypergeometric analysis results tend to be clustered on some highly significant functions while GSEA tend tobe ranged more widely.
Disease ontology
Disease ontology was initially releasedin 2003 as part of a project of Northwestern University. It has been demonstrated its usefulness in several experiments and has also given very reasonable enrichment terms for many tissues. Osborne et al. produced an annotation of human genome with DO terms using GeneRif database [29] . Their validation data set suggested a much higher recall rate and precision rate against the widely used Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man(OMIM) annotations.However, relatively little attention has been given to DO. We could only find 16 articles from Pubmed using the key word "disease ontology" searching. There're also very few tools availableto make use of DO.
Conclusions
Knowledge enrichment analyses for HK and TS genes show that most of functions for these two groups of genes are consistent with their tissue origins. However some of them show unexpected functions, which may be vital clues for further exploring their functions or the mechanisms of some diseases. Our experiments also demonstrated that GSEA method is preferred in the verification of consistent knowledge, while HA in the discovery of ones for groups of genes. Therefore GSEA and HA can be used complementarily for the analysis of groups of genes. 
